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Runtime:20 min2016 -    2017 (Ended)
Genres:Animation
Network:Disney XD
Counterfeit Cat is an American animation series which aired on Disney XD. The series premiered on May 12, 2016.
 
 Gark is not a real cat, he's a Counterfeit Cat. He's a small blue alien in a purple cat costume. Max is a real cat: fat, fluffy, yellow and constantly pampered by his doting owner Betty. When Gark crashes his spaceship into Betty's laundry room, he finds a new home and forms an unconventional friendship with Max, who quickly learns how to take advantage of Gark's mysterious alien powers and his sweet, trusting nature. Max loves having an admirer who will do anything for him, but Gark's extreme curiosity and lack of understanding about life on Earth push Max out of his comfort zone and into ridiculous hair-raising adventures. Whether they are just hanging out at home or zipping through space and exploring new planets, Gark's adventurous instincts will force Max to become the hero Gark believes him to be.
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(voice)
Katherine Ryan
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Max (voice)
Marc Wootton
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Gark (voice)
Alex Kelly
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Betty (voice)
Kayvan Novak
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(voice)
Sandra Dickinson
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(voice)
Kyle Soller
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Counterfeit Cat.
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.
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Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.
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We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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